
Sunny Daze
Fabric by Alice Kennedy

Quilt designed by Heidi Pridemore
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Fabric Requirements

2/3 yard Sunny–C7325 Orange

1/3 yard Sunny–C7326 Yellow

11⁄3 yards Sunny–C7327 Pink

11⁄4 yards Sunny–C7100 Pink

7/8 yard Sunny–C7328 Orange

11⁄4 yards DH–C3233 Delft

13⁄4 yards Pat–1006 Nectar

3 yards Pat–1006 Pumpkin

5 yards Sunny–C7327 Pink (Backing)

2 yards of fusible web

1/4 yard of batting

Cutting Directions

From Sunny–C7325 Orange:

• Fussy cut six 71⁄2" circles using the circle template, centering

each on a printed circle motif. (sun centers)

From Sunny–C7326 Yellow:

• Cut one 61⁄2" x 42" strip. Sub-cut the strip into six 6
1⁄2"

squares. (block centers)

From Sunny–C7327 Pink, cut:

• Eight 51⁄2" x 42" strips. Piece the strips together to make two

51⁄2" x 68
1⁄2" strips and two 5

1⁄2" x 62
1⁄2" strips. (outer border) 

From Sunny–C7100 Pink, cut:

• One 121⁄2" x 42" strip. Sub-cut the strip into twelve 1
1⁄2" x

121⁄2" strips and twelve 1
1⁄2" x 10

1⁄2" strips. (Block A frames)

• Three 41⁄2" x 42" strips. Sub-cut the strips into twenty 4
1⁄2"

squares.

• Two 31⁄2" x 42" strips. Sub-cut the strips into twenty-four

31⁄2" squares. (Block B center corners)

From Sunny–C7328 Orange, cut:

• Eleven 21⁄2" x 42" strips for the sashing.

From DH–C3233 Delft:

• Two 101⁄2" x 42" strips. Sub-cut the strips into six 10
1⁄2"

squares. (Block A backgrounds)

• Three 31⁄2" x 42" strips. Sub-cut the strips into forty-eight 2" x

31⁄2" strips. (Block B flying geese)

• Two 2" x 42" strips. Sub-cut the strips into twenty-four 2"

squares. (Block B corners)

From Pat–1006 Nectar, cut:

• Five 2" x 42" strips. Sub-cut the strips into ninety-six 2"

squares. (flying geese corners)

• Twenty-two 11⁄2" x 42" strips. (sashing)

• See instructions to cut forty-eight small sun’s rays.

From Pat–1006 Pumpkin, cut:

• Seven 2" x 42" strips. Sub-cut the strip into twelve 2" x

121⁄2" strips and twelve 2" x 9-1/2" strips. (Block B frames)

• Seven 21⁄2" x 42" strips. (binding)

• Fussy cut six 71⁄2" circles using the circle template.

• See instructions to cut ninety-six large sun’s rays. 

From Backing:

• Cut two 86" x WOF strips. Piece the strips together to make

one 70" x 86" backing piece.

Block A Background

1. Sew a 11 ⁄2" x 10
1 ⁄2" Sunny–C7100 Pink strip to each side

of a 101 ⁄2" DH–C3233 Delft square. 

2. Sew a 11 ⁄2" x 12
1 ⁄2" Sunny–C7100 Pink strip to the top

and one to the bottom of the square to make one sun

background block.

Block B

3. Place a 2" Pat–1006 Nectar

square on the left side of a 2" x

31 ⁄2"  DH–C3233 Delft strip, right

sides together. (figure 1) Sew across

the diagonal of the square from the

upper right corner to the lower

left corner. Flip open the triangle

formed and press. (figure 2) Trim

away the excess fabric behind the

triangle leaving a 1/4" seam

allowance.

4. Place another 2" Pat–1006 Nectar

square on the right side of the 2" x

31 ⁄2" DH–C3233 Delft strip, right

sides together. (figure 3) Sew

across the diagonal of the square

from the upper left corner to the

lower right corner. Flip open the

triangle formed and press.(figure 4) Trim away the excess

fabric behind the triangle leaving a 1/4“ seam allowance.

5. Repeat Steps 3 and

4 to make forty-eight

flying geese units.

6. To make a Block B

center, place a 31 ⁄2"

Sunny–C7100 Pink

square on the top left

corner of a 61⁄2" Sunny–C7326 Yellow

square, right sides together. (figure 5)

Sew across the diagonal of the smaller

square from the upper right corner to the

lower left corner. Flip open the triangle

formed and press. (figure 6) Trim away

the excess fabric behind the triangle

leaving a 1/4" seam allowance.

7. Refer to figure 7 for the seam direction and add a 31 ⁄2"

Sunny–C7100 Pink square to each of the remaining corners

of the 61⁄2" Sunny–C7326 Yellow square. 

8. Repeat Steps 6 and 7 to make six Block B centers.

9. Refer to the Block B layout (figure 8) and sew together eight

flying geese units, one Block B center and four 2" DH–
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C3233 Delft squares to make a 91 ⁄2"

square. Repeat to make six 91 ⁄2"

squares.

10. Sew a 2" x 91⁄2" Pat-1006 Pumpkin

strip to two opposite sides of a

91 ⁄2" square. Sew a 2" x 12
1 ⁄2" Pat–

1006 Pumpkin strip to the top and

one to the bottom of the 91 ⁄2"

square to make a 121 ⁄2" Block B

square. Repeat to make six Block

B squares.

Sashing Assembly

11. Sew one 11 ⁄2" x 42" Pat–1006

Nectar strip to each side of one 21 ⁄2" x 42" Sunny–

C7328 Orange strip to make one strip set. Repeat to make

eleven strip sets.

12. Cut the eleven strip sets into thirty-one 41 ⁄2" x 12
1 ⁄2"

sashing strips.

Quilt Top Assembly

13. Refer to the quilt photo for block placement and sew

together four sashing strips, two Block A squares and one

Block B square to make Row One. Repeat to make Row

Three.

14. Refer to the quilt photo for block placement and sew

together four sashing strips, one Block A square and two

Block B squares to make Row Two. Repeat to make Row

Four. 

15. Alternating four 41 ⁄2" Sunny–C7100 Pink squares and

three sashing strips, sew them together to make one sashing

row. Repeat to make five sashing rows.

16. Referring to the quilt photo and alternating sashing

and block rows, sew the five sashing rows and four block

rows together to make the quilt top.

17. Sew one 51 ⁄2" x 68
1 ⁄2v" Sunny–C7327 Pink strip to each

side of the quilt top. Sew one 51 ⁄2" x 62
1 ⁄2" Sunny–C7327

Pink strip to the top and one to the bottom of the quilt top.

Finishing

18. Layer quilt top, batting and backing and quilt as desired.

19. Sew the six 21 ⁄2" x 42" Stripe–C7001 Pink strips

together end-to-end with 45º seams to make the binding.

Fold this long strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides

together.

20. Pin the binding to the front of the quilt, matching raw

edges and mitering around the corners. Stitch the binding

to the quilt.

21. Fold the binding over the raw edges to the back of the

quilt and hand stitch in place.

3-D Sun Instructions 

22. Cut six 9" squares of batting. 

23. Layer a 71 ⁄2" Pat–1006 Pumpkin circle on top of a 7
1 ⁄2"

Sunny–C7325 Orange circle, right sides to-

gether with the pumpkin circle on top.

Place both circles on top of a 9" square of

batting and pin the three layers together.

24. Sew all the way around the pumpkin cir-

cle using a 1/4" seam allowance. Trim the

batting even with the circle edges. Clip

around the circle edge through all three layers.

25. Carefully cut a 2" slit ONLY through the

center of pumpkin circle to turn the three

layers right side out. (The slit will go against

the background once the sun is sewn in

place and it will not be seen). Turn the sun

center right side out. Repeat to make six

sun centers.

26. Quilt the sun centers as desired.

27. Fold the remaining Pat–1006 Pumpkin fabric right

sides together and press. 

28. Using the large sun ray template, trace forty-eight rays

onto the top layer of fabric. Pin through both layers of fabric

within each traced ray so the fabric will not shift and cut

out the forty-eight pairs of sun’s rays.

29. Sew each pair of rays together along each side using a

1/4" seam allowance, leaving the bottom edge open for

turning. Clip the edges of each ray. Turn each ray right side

out and press.

30. Follow the manufacturer’s instructions and trace forty-

eight small rays onto the paper side of the fusible web.

Roughly cut out the small rays outside the drawn lines. 

31. Press the templates to the back side of the Pat–1006

Nectar fabric and cut out each ray on the drawn lines. 

32. Press one ray to one side of each large Pat–1006 Pumpkin

Ray. Stitch around each small ray with a decorative stitch

such as a satin or buttonhole stitch going through both

layers of the large ray.

33. Position eight finished rays around one Sun Center

with the raw edges of each ray tucked about 3/8" under

the sun center edge. Pin the rays in place. Top stitch

around the sun center about 1/8" in from the edge catching

the ray edges in the seam. Repeat to make six 3-D Suns.

34. Position each 3-D Sun onto a Block A square on the

finished quilt. Topstitch around the outer edge of the Sun

Center through the rays and the finished quilt top to hold

each sun in place.
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Small Sun’s Ray

Trace forty-eight

Pat-1006 Nectar.

Large Sun’s Ray

Trace Forty-eight pairs

Pat-1006 Pumpkin.

(Total: ninety-six rays)

Sun Center

Trace Seven Pat-1006 Pumpkin.

Trace SevenSunny–C7325 Orange.
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©2010 Heidi Pridemore

www.thewhimsicalworkshop.com

Permission is granted to shop owners and teachers to make

copies for promotional or educational purposes only. 

This pattern may not be reproduced for commercial

purposes.

This pattern may not be reproduced for ANY PURPOSE

after 11/15/11.


